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OVERVIEW
Audio-conferencing
bridge solution for NBX The 3Com IP Conferencing Module for NBX R6.0 solutions, designed
specifically for NBX R6.0 platforms using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP),
R6.0 system users that allows up to 25 users to simultaneously participate in conference activities.
To improve communications within project teams and strengthen interacenables conferencing
tions among employees, suppliers, customers and business partners, the
options to meet the
module includes the following advanced services:
needs of a variety of
› Audio conferences among participants calling from 3Com IP phones,
legacy phones connected to PBXs and the PSTN or SIP-based phones
work environments
directly connected to the IP network
®

› Scheduled conference calls for a defined number of users at a specific
date and time. Users can reserve ports on the the system for their
conference calls through a simple web interface
› Adhoc or meet-me conference calls that utilize predefined conference
bridge numbers and are always available for authorized users
› Instant conference calls that are configured for predefined participants.
The host can initiate an instant conference and the server will automatically dial the numbers for predefined participants
› Conference controls available via a web interface that allow the host
to manage the conference environment, e.g., muting users or extending
the meeting’s duration.

KEY BENEFITS
ENHANCE COLLABORATION
The module lets remote workers quickly and easily establish an ad hoc
or scheduled audio conference session over the IP network. By integrating
voice, video, data and messaging, users are able to communicate using
the most convenient and subject-appropriate media. And with the 3Com
Convergence Center Client software, an intuitive desktop interface, they
can conveniently access the module’s multimedia conferencing services
and phone functions.
REDUCE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COSTS
Organizations can use the module to host their own conferences, avoiding dependence on expensive external conferencing services.
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Conferencing server supports 25 simultaneous audio conference users
Port optimization option permits controlled over-booking enabling efficient
resource utilization
Web-based conferencing reservations, rescheduling and conference roster
Support for scheduled (single or recurring) meetings, meet-me and ad hoc
dial-in conference types
Host and participant conference controls
DTMF and web-based conferencing controls
Instant and emergency conferences with automatic dial-out options
Scheduled and meet-me restricted conferences (requires participant passcode)
Conference announcements, including participant name, participant join/
leave, warnings of conference ending and conference blocked
Email to hosts of booking confirmations with link to conference controls
Early start and automatic extension options
Support of mixed codec (G.711/G.729) audio conferencing

SPECIFICATIONS

HARDWARE AND OPERATING SYSTEM
3Com V7000 series server platforms (IBM 306m)
Linux operating system

ORDERING
INFORMATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
V7005 NBX IP Conferencing Server
with 25 Session Audio Conferencing License
V7005 NBX IP Conferencing Server Drive Spare

3COM SKU
3CRVH700597
3CRVH701497

Visit www.3com.com/voip for more information about 3Com secure converged network solutions.
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